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Teacher Tip: 
Each game includes many pieces. Adapt them for younger children by including 
fewer choices (numbers 1-4, for example). Gradually add more pieces as they 
get older and more confident. ©2019 Jamie White 
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To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the mittens.  
•! Identify the color and number on each one. 
•! Hide the snowflake under one of the mittens and recite the poem 

together. 
•! Children choose a mitten and check to see if it’s there. 

Snowflake 
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Cut out this snowflake. 
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To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the hot cocoa mugs.  
•! Identify the shape on each one. 
•! Hide the marshmallows under one of the mugs and recite the poem 

together. 
•! Children choose a shape and check to see if the marshmallows are there. 

Marshmallows 
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Cut out these marshmallows. 
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To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the snowmen.  
•! Identify the number and count the buttons on each one. 
•! Hide the hat under one of the snowmen and recite the poem together. 
•! Children choose a number and check to see if the hat is there. 
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Cut out this hat. 



To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the snowmen.  
•! Identify the community helper job that each one has. 
•! Hide the button under one of the snowmen and recite the poem 

together. 
•! Children choose a helper and check to see if the button is there. 
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Cut out this button. 
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To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the train cars.  
•! Identify the letters on each one. (Choose only a few letters for younger 

children.) 
•! Hide the present under one of the cars and recite the poem together. 
•! Children choose a train car and check to see if the present is there. 
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Cut out this present. 
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To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the winter trees.  
•! Identify the shape of the ornaments on each one. 
•! Hide the star under one of the trees and recite the poem together. 
•! Children choose a shape and check to see if the star is there. 
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Cut out this star. 
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To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the penguins.  
•! Identify the lower case letter on each one. 
•! Hide the fish under one of the penguins and recite the poem together. 
•! Children choose a letter and check to see if the fish is there. 
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Cut out this fish. 
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To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the groundhogs.  
•! Identify the numbers on each one. (Choose the appropriate number of 

groundhogs for your students.) 
•! Hide the shadow under one of the groundhogs and recite the poem together. 
•! Children choose a number and check to see if the shadow is there. 
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Cut out this shadow. 



To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the Valentine cats.  
•! Identify the letter on each one. (Choose only a few letters to start.) 
•! Hide the cupcake under one of the kitties and recite the poem together. 
•! Children choose a letter and check to see if it’s there. 
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Cut out this cupcake. 
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To Play: 
•! Line up the pictures of the Valentine envelopes.  
•! Identify the color on each one.  
•! Hide the heart under one of the envelopes and recite the poem 

together. 
•! Children choose a color and check to see if the heart is there. 
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Cut out this heart. 
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©Jamie White, Play to Learn Preschool 

Carpet Games
for Circle Time

Practice essential preschool skills 
all year long with this set of 18 
Carpet Games for Circle Time.

Terms of Use: 
 

• You may use this resource in your own classroom
with your own students.

• You may not post this file to any file sharing website
(DropBox, Google Drive, Facebook, Amazon, etc.),
email it to anyone or claim it as your own work.
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